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Abstract
Introduction: The Infection Control Law in Japan does not cover monitoring
of human metapneumovirus (HMPV). Therefore, its epidemiology is not well
known. However, rapid diagnostic testing for this virus has been reimbursed
by public health insurance in Japan since 2014. One case of acute encephalitis
caused by HMPV was reported in April 2017 in Ibaraki. All schools in Ibaraki
prefecture started to participate in the (Nursery) School Absenteeism Surveillance System ((N)SASSy) in 2009. All nursery schools started to use it in 2012.
Methods: We specifically examine its seasonality and incidence by age. The
study period extends from October 1, 2014 through May 31, 2017. Results: In
total, (N)SASSy received 187 cases during the period. Spring and early summer were apparently the high season. The highest incidence was 36 cases in
April 2015. The incidence among zero and one year olds was higher in 2017
than in the same season among 2014-2016. The necessary effort to download
data from (N)SASSy, show these figures, and confirm the situation and background was a few minutes. Discussion: Rapid diagnostic testing for HMPV
elucidated its epidemiology for the first time. Moreover, timely information
sharing through (N)SASSy led the Ibaraki prefectural office to publish a reminder in July 2017 about the HMPV outbreak situation and to encourage
precautions against it by nursery schools.
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1. Introduction
An outbreak of human metapneumovirus (HMPV), a virus usually causing respiratory symptoms such as pneumonia or bronchitis among children [1] [2] [3],
was reported at a facility for elderly people in Japan in 2013 [4]. Elderly people
and infants are at high risk for complications from HMPV. Therefore, more attention must be devoted to treating them [5]. Although many infants are reportedly infected by this virus, similarly to respiratory syncytial virus (RS virus)
infection, because national official surveillance based on the Infection Control
Law does not cover monitoring of this disease, its epidemiology has remained
unclear. Even outside of Japan, although some epidemiological studies [6]-[13]
have been conducted, these were retrospective and serological studies based on
analyses of specimens collected from influenza-like-illness (ILI) patients by
RT-PCR. Those studies found that the high season of HMPV has been late winter or early spring [7] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Nevertheless, these studies were neither prospective nor comprehensive. The studies included neither sampling nor
coverage of all HMPV patients in the community. More importantly, rapid diagnostic testing and information sharing systems covering the community are
lacking.
Rapid diagnostic testing for HMPV has been reimbursed by public health insurance in Japan since 2014. Consequently, physicians can diagnose cases as
HMPV infection. Caregivers notify the children’s (nursery) schools of this diagnosis when they are absent. The term of “(nursery) school” includes both of
nursery school and school.
The (Nursery) School Absenteeism Surveillance System ((N)SASSy) uses Japan’s own unique (nursery) school culture. Caregivers of students who are absent from (nursery) school because of infectious diseases usually report to the
(nursery) school. In the case of HMPV, if the students or children are diagnosed
as having HMPV, then their caregivers are obligated to notify the (nursery)
school. School nurses or other teachers provide information to (N)SASSy via the
internet. Registration of diseases occurs at once for one episode. Therefore, duplication for the same students never occurs in the same school year. In another
school year, registration of the same disease for the same student is possible. As
of the end of 2016, the system covered approximately 37,000 schools, including
10,000 nursery schools, or about 60% of all schools and 40% of all nursery
schools in Japan. On a daily basis, it monitors the health condition of about four
million children younger than 18 years old. The (N)SASSy information is used
by (nursery) schools themselves to recognize the situation in surrounding areas
and to inform teachers, students, and caregivers, thereby promoting precautionary measures if some outbreaks are reported in the surrounding areas but not
at their own (nursery) school. The (N)SASSy information is also shared among
(nursery) school doctors, educational boards, local government offices for nursery schools, public health centers, and local medical associations. That shared
information encourages earlier awareness of infectious diseases, which engendDOI: 10.4236/health.2018.106057
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ers earlier responses to the initial stage of outbreaks in (nursery) schools. Moreover, having such a large trove of data related to children’s health facilitates large
epidemiological studies. It has been developed by the research group headed by
Dr. Ohkusa, one of the authors of this paper, and has been keeping its copyright.
Currently, the system is operated by the Japanese Society of School Health.
Ibaraki prefecture, located near metropolitan Tokyo, has about three million
total population and 0.46 million persons younger than 18 years old. All schools
started to participate in (N)SASSy in 2009 and all nursery schools started to use
it in 2012 [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]. In 2014, it became possible to monitor the
health condition of all children from 0 to 18 years old in (nursery) schools in a
timely manner. It has been used for some countermeasures against influenza,
measles, and rubella by the local government and public health center in Ibaraki
[19], but no reports have described studies of HMPV.
Patients of acute encephalitis/encephalopathy were monitored by national
official surveillance based on the Infection Control Law in April 2017. Therefore,
physicians who diagnose acute encephalitis/encephalopathy are obligated to report it to the public health center for whatever virus causes it. In April 2017, one
acute encephalopathy associated with HMPV was reported in Ibaraki [20]
among 26 cases reported during the year through March 2017 in Ibaraki [21]
[22] [23]. This is the first case of acute encephalopathy associated with an
HMPV case in Ibaraki. Nevertheless, it was a severe case of HMPV. The prefectural government office must ascertain the epidemiology of HMPV as background information. As described above, national official surveillance based on
the Infection Control Law does not cover the monitoring of HMPV itself, but its
epidemiological aspects have remained unclear. We cannot assess its situation
without (N)SASSy, even at present. Therefore, we conducted the study to evaluate the epidemic situation of HMPV using (N)SASSy and possible public
health responses. It might be the first prospective and comprehensive study for
HMPV in the community.
This paper was composed to present a descriptive epidemiology of the HMPV
infection, especially by month or by age in the (nursery) school children using
(N)SASSy, rather than serological study. Moreover, we were motivated to demonstrate the usefulness of (N)SASSy at (nursery) schools and for public health
offices and local government through this experience.

2. Methods
As of April 2017 in Ibaraki, 572 nursery schools and 1172 schools participate in
(N)SASSy, providing data of 60,236 children in nursery schools and 309,742
students in schools. The period of the present study extended from October 1,
2014 through May 31, 2017.
Data were obtained from (N)SASSy by the Health Services Disease Control
Division, Department of Health and Social Services, Ibaraki prefecture. Incidence was defined as the number of reported cases divided by the number of all
DOI: 10.4236/health.2018.106057
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students in the same school age at the end of the month or school year. We specifically examined seasonality and incidence by age through descriptive epidemiology using comparison with April 2017, when acute encephalitis was reported. We also examined incidence in April and May of each year to evaluate
its background.
In addition, statistical tests using chi-square tests were applied if we found
some difference. We adopted 5% as significance level.

Ethical Considerations
(N)SASSy includes only anonymous data that have been de-linked from individual patient information with no private information such as a name, address
or phone number. Moreover, we used only the counted number of students.
Therefore, ethical issues in Japan related to the epidemiological study were not
applicable to this study. For that reason, no formal ethical review was required.

3. Results
In total, (N)SASSy received 187 cases for the period. Figure 1 depicts the number of patients with HMPV in Ibaraki by month from September 2014. Results
suggest that spring and early summer constitute a high season. The highest incidence was 36 children in April 2015, followed by 27 children in April 2017, and
20 children in April 2014. In 2016, the number of patients was highest in June,
not April.
Figure 2 depicts the incidence of HMPV per 1000 populations in Ibaraki by
age in April and May of 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. Incidences among zero and
one year olds were higher in 2017 than in the same season among 2014-2016.
Especially, for zero-year-old children, the incidence was more than two times
higher in 2017 than it had been earlier. For one-year-old children, it was higher
by more than 0.3 per 1000 population than before. In April, 2015, when the
greatest number of patients was identified as shown in Figure 1, the incidence of
two-year-old children was higher than in other years, as shown in Figure 2, even
though the highest incidence of zero or one-year-old children was in April and
May, 2017. We applied statistical tests to incidence rates of zero or one-year-old
children in April and May in 2017 and earlier. The respective obtained p-values
were 0.0379 and 0.0859. Therefore, even though the incidence rate of zero-year-old children in 2017 was significantly higher than before, the incidence
rate among one-year-old children was not significantly different from 2017 and
before. Moreover, statistical tests for incidence rates of two-year-old children in
April and May in 2015 and other years showed 0.0451 as the p-value. Consequently, the incidence of two-year-old children in April and May, 2015 was not
significantly higher than in other years.
From the Health Services Disease Control Division, Department of Health
and Social Services, Ibaraki prefecture, data downloaded from (N)SASSy, during
several minutes show these figures and confirm the situation and background.
DOI: 10.4236/health.2018.106057
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Figure 1. Number of patients with HMPV in Ibaraki by month from September 2014.

Figure 2. Incidence of HMPV per 1,000 population in Ibaraki by age in April and May of 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017.
DOI: 10.4236/health.2018.106057
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4. Discussion
Although HMPV has sometimes been identified from samples in the outbreak of
respiratory symptoms to date [6]-[13], its epidemiology has remained unclear,
including information related to situations when large outbreaks did not occur.
Incidence rates in April and May of 2015 and 2017 were higher, especially
among zero and one year olds. Infants usually have a narrow nasal tract, choanae, and air passage. Therefore, caregivers of infants must know the background
and prevent this disease.
In addition, although influenza virus, RS virus, parainfluenza virus, coronavirus, rhinovirus, and adenovirus cause respiratory symptoms in infants, many
viruses could not be diagnosed at bedside, except for influenza and RS virus, until 2014. However, because rapid diagnostic testing for HMPV was approved in
2014, bedside diagnosis has become possible recently. These rapid diagnostic
tests enable us to make timely and earlier responses to prevent severe outbreaks
at (nursery) schools [19].
The epidemiology of HMPV has remained unclear because national official
surveillance based on the Infection Control Law does not cover it. However,
since 2014, caregivers report diagnosed HMPV infection to (nursery) schools
when children are absent. Then (nursery) schools register this information to
(N)SASSy. In such cases, the epidemiology of HMPV became apparent for the
first time. Especially, the incidence was found to be higher in April and May of
2017. Therefore, we consider that a reminder to take precautions is necessary for
caregivers to avoid severe and complex cases. In fact, Ibaraki prefecture office
published a reminder about the HMPV outbreak situation and prevention methods for (nursery) schools in July, 2017. The (nursery) schools receiving such
information were apprised of the situation in a timely manner. They detected the
outbreak earlier in their (nursery) schools, explained it, and applied prevention
methods more appropriately to caregivers.
Three seasons can be compared because all (nursery) schools joined (N)SASSy
in 2014 in Ibaraki. Such comprehensive participation over a long period is quite
useful for timely, prefecture-wide situation awareness and investigation or study.
In this case, for HMPV, acute encephalopathy associated with HMPV in April
2017 strongly motivated the Health Services Disease Control Division, Department of Health and Social Services, Ibaraki prefecture to ascertain the situation
and epidemiology. (N)SASSy can provide necessary information in a few minutes and can then promote timely reminders to (nursery) schools and caregivers.
To date, the high season of HMPV has been late winter or early spring [7] [10]
[11] [12] [13], which were result of serological studies based on specimens collected from ILI patients by RT-PCR. However, the present study revealed that
April and May are the high season, but not winter. Our scheme is much more
comprehensive for school children based on rapid test results that are not limited to ILI patients. In winter, because there were numerous ILI patients, a
DOI: 10.4236/health.2018.106057
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larger number of specimens than in other seasons were tested, revealing a larger
number of HMPV positive cases than in earlier studies. It might be misleading
because of the biased sampling scheme. However, our scheme was unaffected by
the outbreak of influenza. Conversely, our scheme was limited to (nursery)
school children. April is the first month in the school year in Japan, even at nursery schools. Therefore, in April many newcomers of age zero or those who have
never experienced group life join nursery schools, presenting many chances of
contact with other children. This unique phenomenon might raise activity of
HMPV in Japan. Therefore, our finding that April and May are the high season
of HMPV might be a phenomenon that is unique to Japan.
An important limitation of this study was the exclusion of children who did
not attend nursery schools or kindergartens: (N)SASSy did not cover those
children. Those children might have lower incidence because they do not engage
in communal living. Therefore, the opportunities of contact with patients might
be fewer than for children in nursery schools or kindergarten. If so, our estimation for incidence shows an apparent upward bias. Moreover, (N)SASSy is based
on information from caregivers to (nursery) schools. Although the diagnosis of
HMPV depends on rapid diagnosis test results, caregivers might misunderstand
or misreport results to (nursery) schools. The latter is an apparent limitation of
(N)SASSy itself, not of this research.
Nevertheless, results of this study are expected to be valuable for initial examination of the epidemiology of HMPV in Japan. The results can promote a
policy of notifying (nursery) schools and caregivers of an impending risk of infection.
However, because (N)SASSy does not cover elderly facilities, we cannot ascertain situations of HMPV or other diseases at those facilities in a few minutes and
then publish a timely reminder. Covering such facilities presents a challenge for
our future research.

5. Conclusion
We demonstrated that, using (N)SASSy, public health offices or local governments can ascertain the epidemiology of HMPV in a few minutes and can provide a timely reminder to (nursery) schools and caregivers. (N)SASSy can also
detect outbreaks earlier and make timely responses, thereby improving public
health even for diseases that are not monitored under the Infection Control Law
such as HMPV. We would like to continue timely evaluation for infectious diseases using (N)SASSy and to promote a policy of reminding at-risk populations
to take precautions.
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